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SECTION-7 

TENDER SPECIFICATION OF VESSEL TRACKING APPLICATION 

 

1. Name of the Service.  Design, Implementation, Testing, Debugging, 

ocumentation, Deployment, and Maintenance (Periodic) of Vessel Tracking System 

for Bangladesh Coast Guard Vessel. 

 

2. Purpose With increasing economic and strategic importance in global 

perspective, foreseeable rise in traffic movement and security concern along 

coastline, Bangladesh Coast Guard (herein after referred as BCG) recognizes the 

urgency of enhancing its comprehensive operational efficiency by developing 

perceptive situation awareness tools, higher accuracy in intelligence gathering, faster 

intervention and deployment planning tools for both service personnel and assets, etc. 

It understands that achieving those benchmarks, along with other applications, it 

requires to have a centralized digital traffic monitoring and management system for its 

Naval Fleet. 

To facilitate the above mentioned service, BCG intends to work cooperatively with a 

prospective Location Based Intelligence Service Developer (herein after referred as 

“Bidder”) in developing a computer based GPS fed GPRS/HF connected “Vessel 

Tracking, Monitoring & Management System”. Once operational, the system is 

expected to provide GIS fed movement related precision information of the entire fleet, 

aid vessel traffic management, archive detail trip data for post-processing, transmit 

real-time trip status and an additional feature of picking distress call from commercial 

fishing vessels. 

3. Year of Manufacture. 2017 or later. 

4. Scope of Supply.  Scope of supply will be follows: 

a. Vessel Tracking Application with custom designed Feel and Look. 

b. GIS Map Engine. 

c. Map Server. 

d. GIS Vector Map of Bangladesh coast line, offshore islands and inland  

river network (navigable) having BCG outposts. 

e. Dual Mode (GSM+HF/VHF) GPS Tracker having Pulse Code Modulator  
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and Demodulator (for GPS RMC string to HF/VHF Data conversion and vice 

versa). 

f. TDMA Protocol for multiple HF/VHF Transmission. 

g. GPRS Listener. 

h. SMS to RMC Converter (for picking up distress call sent via SMS) 

j. VPN with GSM Operator.(If needed) 

k. Vessel Data Base. 

l. Required Technical & Operational Documents. 

5. Detailed Specification. The Application should work on “Real-time Location Data 

Acquisition & Central Geo-processing” principle in a close circuit environment, where 

each Vessel will be fitted with onboard GPS-GPRS/HF Transceiver for location and 

movement related data acquisition & transmission to facilitate server fed visual 

monitoring, traffic management and control of BCG’s vessels. The data path would be  

from Tracker to GSM server and from GSM Server to BCG Server through VPN or 

Tracker to BCG Server through HF/VHF/UHF/Satellite (for future use) Link whichever 

is easier and more accessible. 

a. Software Specification. Comprising four primary constituents, the 

Application should have the following interfaces: 

  

(1) Location interpolation on GIS Map 

Each active vessel of the fleet, whether dynamic or static, should be 

geographically represented on a scalable vector map window with discernible 

icon showing movement related visual information. A scrollable report window 

juxtaposed below map window should report real-time movement data like 

speed, vessel ID, crew ID. Another scrollable Vessel ID window juxtaposed 

beside map window should exhibit active vessel ID with selection/deselection 

tab. 

(2) Biaxial Chart Plotter 

This interface, in Chart Format should report trip history (selectable) i.e time, 

speed, fuel consumption where applicable and odometric data of individual 

vessel. 
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(3) Data Archive 

For Post Processing and Performance Analysis of trip by trip records, the 

Application should have a detachable data archiving facility with selectable 

history playback window. 

(4) Trip History in Spreadsheet 

In this interface, trip history data of every 10th second should be retrievable in 

printable spreadsheet format 

(5) Mandatory attributes of the System Soft Parts.   The following 

Application attributes are mandatory and should be considered as stringent 

conditions. 

(a)      GIS Map Engine. 

The Application’s back-end map engine which would run on Windows 

OS should be built on SDK by ArcGIS Runtime by ESRI / Mapinfo 

MapExtreme by PBBI / MapWinGIS or similar and has to be properly 

licensed for development. The Bidder will pay the necessary license fees 

of that, if applicable, and will be subjected to provide evidence of 

agreement. 

(b) Map Server and GIS Map. 

The application should have its own Map Server, which would run on 

Windows OS, independent of any Third Party Service and will reside on 

BCG’s own premise. It should be entirely independent of any internet 

(www) connectivity. As a background map layer, the Map Server should 

have its own embedded scalable vector map of ESRI shape file format 

of datum WGS 84. At Bidder’s cost, the map has to be exclusively 

cartographed for BCG and will contain spatial data only related to BCG’s 

fleet operation & management, which includes GIS Vector Map of 

Bangladesh coast line, offshore islands and inland river network 

(navigable) having BCG outposts. No third party server or server based 

background map like Google Map, Bing Map etc. or any other type of 

raster map will be acceptable.   The maximum permissible map error is 

10 meter.  

(c)  Server-Client Intranet Environment. 

While in GSM mode, apart from data transmission between onboard 

GPS-GPRS Transceiver and GSM Service Provider’s sever; the entire 

data network should be physically linked and independent of any internet 

connectivity. This is to achieve highest possible data transmission rate 
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and uninterruptible functionality, to ensure utmost possible security by 

restricting any external intrusion. 

(d)  Time Zero Zooming. 

The application should have the character of fast zooming capacity, no 

black out or hang-up of map while mouse scrolling during visualization.  

(e)  Pulse Rate, Upload Interval and Refreshing Time. 

The Application should read incoming data in every one second. The 

GPS-GPRS Transceiver should upload data in every ten second interval 

and the entire fleet should refresh data, from each static or dynamic 

Vessel, in no later than 20 seconds. 

(f) Protocol for Packet Network Intercommunication. 

The Application should have its own proprietary Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP) class GPRS Listener Socket for data communication to 

ensures no data packet drop-off. 

(g)  Genuine Backend Application. 

All the necessary backend software’s for Server, Clients should be 

properly licensed and the Bidder will be subjected to provide evidence of 

authenticity. 

(h)  System Locations. 

The Application’s main Server and client PCs will be stationed at BCG’s 

Head Quarter at Agargaon, Dhaka or any other zone selected by the 

BCG. 

6. Hardware Specification. 

 (a) HF Transceiver:  Supplier is to develop Pulse Code Modulator. 

 (b) GPS-GPRS Transponder (Tracker). 

l. Origin: To be mentioned. 

` ll. Chipset: GPS+GSM Combo SIRF star III compliant, Triband 

GSM frequency. 

  lll. Brand:  Siemens/Simcom/Similar 

 lv. GNSS Tracking:  GPS 16 channels minimum, with urban 

canyon compensation feature. 
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   V. GPS Initiation:  Cold Start: 45 Sec, Hot start: 5 sec. 

Vl. GPS Datum:  WGS 84 

Vll. GSM/GPRS Services: Data, SMS/GPRS Class B, TCP,   UDP, 

IP 

Vlll. Operating Temperature: 0-80 ℃ 

 

 lX. Operating Voltage:  12~24V DC 

  X. GPS Antenna:  External Roof Mount, Sensitivity -161  dB 

Xl. GSM Antenna:  High Gain: min 7db, External Roof Mount. 

Xll. Quantity:   20 in no. 

 (c) Fuel Sensor:   

  i. Origin:  To be mentioned.  

ii. Type:   Capacitative. 

  iii. Depth:  40cm (Max). 

 lV. Quantity:  20 in no. 

d. Fuel Sensor Calibrator: Compatible with Tracker and Fuel Sensor specified. 

  l. Quantity:   03 in no. 

7. Technical Specification of Desktop PC. 

Name of Item: Desktop PC  

Purpose: To be used for the above software . 

Quantity 04 

Country of Origin: USA/EU/UK China (To be mentioned). 

Year of Manufacture: 2017 or Later. 

Port of Shipment: To be submitted by bidder. 

Manufacture: To be mentioned by theTenderer. 

Scope of Supply: Desktop PC is to be supplied complete in all respect full fill 
in the Technical specifications with all required standard 

accessories/attachments and ready for immediate Use. 
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Brand To be mentioned by bidder 

Model To be mentioned by bidder 

Processor Intel Corei7-7700 Processor 
(Quadcore,8MB,3.6GHz,65W) 

Chipset Intel Q270 Chipset 

RAM 4GB (1x4GB)1600MHz DDR3Memory 

HardDrives 1TB 3.5 inch Serial ATA(7,200 Rpm)Hard Drive 

Audio Internal Business Audio Speaker 

OpticalDrive 8X Half Height DVD+/-RW Drive 

Graphics Intel Integrated Graphics 

NIC Integrated, Ethernet LAN 10/100/1000 

Keyboard US English(QWERTY) with Key USB Keyboard Black 

Mouse USB Compatible Mouse 

Networking  LAN, WiFi, Bluetooth, Card Reader, HD Webcam 

Operating System Windows 10 to be activated by bundle License Provided 
by BCGF 

Warranty  2 Years  

 

8. Technical specification of offline UPS. 

Quantity 04 

Capacity 1200VA 

Voltage (on battery) 
Simulated sine wave at 100V / 220V / 240V +/- 8% --- AVE 

control with PWM 

Frequency (on battery) 50 or 60Hz +/- 1Hz 

Transfer Time 4 microseconds (Typical) 

Input Voltage (single 

phase + N) 

100V / 110V +/-20%, 120V -20%, +15% 220V / 230V / 

240V, 160V ~ 270V at line input 

Overload Protection UPS automatic shutdown if overload exceeds110% at 10 

seconds, 130% at 3 seconds 
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Battery Type Sealed, maintenance-free lead acid batteries 

Typical Recharge Time 

(to 90% of full 

capacity) 

6 Hours. 

Back-up Time  Full Load 30 minutes. 

Protection Automatic self-test, Over discharge protection, short circuit 

protection by fuse 

AC Normal Indicator GREEN 

Battery Charging AMBER 

Back Up Indicator RED 

Warranty 1-year 

 

9. Full HD 48 Inch LED TV Specs 

Quantity: 04 in nos 

Features: Technology Direct LED TV, Refresh Rate motion flow x 

R 200 HZ, TV Tuner DVB-T2, Sound Dolby digital, 

Digital pulse, Audio Power output. Remote Yes. 

Country of Origin  To be mentioned. 

 
Manufacture Country To be mentioned. 

 
Display Type: LED 

Screen Size: 48 Inches 

Connectivity: USB, HDMI,   Wi-Fi, LAN, RF, MHL 

 Resolution: Full HD 1920 x 1080 
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Audio Output: 20 Watts 

Number of Speakers:  2 

Color: Black 

Display Features: Full HD Features 

Functionality: Gaming TV Units 

Warranty: 3 

 

10. Installation Location:  The software will install in 4 different locations as 

desire: 

i. Dhaka 

ii. Chittagong 

iii. Bhola 

iv. Mongla 

 

11.  Training : To assist BCG adopting the system into its own operational 

management, the Bidder must provide 5 working days training and share technical 

insight to nominated number of BCG officials.  

12. SIM: Mobile Sim will be registered in favor of BCG. 

13. Price.  Supplier should provide item wise price schedule including yearly 

recurring cost per vessel, yearly rent cost for SIM and  VPN for 2 years. Supplier will 

quote as per below table 1&2 : 

Table-1 (Mendatory) 

S.no Item Quantity Unit Price Total Price 

1. Software development & installation    

2. Gps tracker 20   

3. Sim purchase post paid Business 20   
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Solutions 

4. Sim Internet Package 20 Per Month   

5. Fuel Sensor 20   

6. Fuel Calibrator 03   

7. Media Converter 04   

8. TV/ Display Screen 48 inch 04   

9 Converter VGA/ HDMI 04   

10. Desktop PC 04   

11.  Offline ups for desktop Pc 04   

 

Table-2( Optional) 

S.no Item One time/ 

Per month 

For 12 

months 

Total Price/ 

for 2 Years 

1. VPN link Establishment- Dhaka    

2. VPN link Establishment - Chittagong    

3. VPN link Establishment - Bhola    

4. VPN link Establishment - Mongla    

5. VPN link data connectivity- Dhaka    

6. VPN link data connectivity- 

Chittagong 

   

7. VPN link data connectivity- Bhola    

8. VPN link data connectivity- Mongla    
 

Any other Cost to be involved to make the service operational. 

14.  Others Obligation. 

a. Supplier should use the existing VPN used for vessel tracking . 

b.  Supplier should assist BCG to setting up and networking the 

Application’s main server at BCG’s Head Quarter, Agargaon, Dhaka and five 

terminals at premises decided to BCG having adepuate conectivity provided by 

BCG.  
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c.  Supplier should assist BCG post-commissioning further development 

and upgradation of both the Application and GIS Map as an ongoing process 

on payment agreeable by both parties. 

d. The software should be able to interface with the CGRPMS software or 

other software directed by BCG HQ. 

15. Sample. Purchaser may call to bidders for initial demonstration before 

finilize the tender 

16.  Demonstration . If the qualified bidder wants for test trial run, BCG will 

provides all support to accomplish the task.  

17. Test, Trial and Acceptance.    . BCG will carry out test and trial of the Vessel 

Tracker at any CG Base/Station directed by CGHQ in presence of suppliers 

representative. An acceptance certificate will be signed jointly by the representative of 

supplier and CI & QC of BCG after satisfactory test/trial. 

18 Documents.   01 (One) set of following documents has to be provided with the 

Tracker set: 

a. User Manual  

b. Technical Documentation  

c. Maintenance manual.           

 

19. Warranty. For Tracker Hardware warranty for trouble free operation is to be 

given by the Bidder for 01 year Separate cost for hourly annual maintenance to be 

quoted by the Bidder for offer warranty period. 

20. Validity of Offer. 120 Days from the date of tender opening. 

21. Terms of Payment.     Payment will be made in local currency on completion of 

successful test trial jointly carried out by BCG and supplier’s representative and final 

acceptance by CI & QC of BCG . Total mandatory price and optional price is to be 

submitted separately during quotation submission/offer. 

22.  Liquidated Damage. 

a. The liquidated damage shall be one half of one percent (0.5%) of the 

contract value per week of part thereof. 

b. The maximum amount of liquidated damages shall be 10% contract 

value. 

23. BASIS Membership: The bidder should be registered member of BASIS. 
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24. Delivery Place. The software and hardware is to be installed at Coast Guard 

Headquarters, Dhaka or any of the CG Base/Station designated by Coast Guard.  

25. Delivery Time. 12 weeks from the date of signing of the Contract.    

26. Condition for Acceptance of Quotation.    Quotation may not be 

considered if detailed information/specifications, original maker’s books and catalogue 

about the offered model generator accessories, etc, are not provided. 

27. Compliance Statement. A clear and complete compliance statement of the 

tender specification supported by original brochure / booklet is to be submitted with 

the offer. Any deviation from this specification is also to be clearly mentioned in the 

offer. Incomplete compliance statement may attribute to cancellation of the offer. 

Tender specifications with photocopy of brochure/booklet will not be considered for 

evaluation of tender. 

 


